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About This Game

In the jungles of the Underland, scattered remnants of an ancient culture speak of a great evil that dwells in the shadowy depths
of the Kwayerumoshi caves. But even the darkest secrets of this lost age are about to be revealed by the brave actions of three

unlikely heroes.

In the final chapter of The Journey Down, Bwana, Kito and Lina explore the vast reaches of the Underland and unravel its long-
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forgotten history. Their adventure comes to a bombastic conclusion when they learn the true nature of the Great Asili tree and
the Armando Power Company.

The Journey Down is a classic point-and-click saga with an Afro-Caribbean vibe. Get ready to embark on an epic journey of
brain-teasing adventure!

Features

* A twisting tale of intriguing adventure
* Tons of handpainted environments

* An all original jazzy reggae soundtrack
* A fully voiced cast

* HD art and animations

http://store.steampowered.com/app/220090/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/262850/
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You bet your♥♥♥♥♥I recommend this game, finally I can live with best girl Mori, not that girl Liya
*Edit for some serious review, a little bit anyway: Good story, fair enough english translation, there are some typo and error
here and there, but i'm not picky like people who mocking them, consider how cheap the game is in the first place, what I like
about AsicxArt is that the way they making VNs with Live2D, which enhance my experience alot, its obviously better in seeing
animated characters rather than static images. Final note, I'm overall very happy with this game, because of my love for Mori
actually. Please support AsicxArt by buying their games. I am very much enjoying this, although I would request one change,
which is the ability to zoom (mostly because my computer has some screen issues), to make things easier to see and the text
easier to read.. You may look this like one of the "easy and cheap" game, but turns out it was a really good and fun game!

Chicken army FTW!. Well, a low price for a medium-quality game. It's basically just cutscenes in cartoon style interspersed
with HOGs. The HOGs are somewhat repetitive, same objects to be found and so on. You can breeze right through this game, it
won't take you more than an hour. Characters are very cliche . All in all, nice time waster, but don't expect any quality.. a good
game to play just for fun... I agree- There is nothing wrong with this port. If you get screen flicker go back into the dosbox
settings menu (#2 selction from start menu) and select 800x600 resolution. Also- the game comes with the complete CUSS
pack!! to install it.. goto

\Program Files (x86)\Steam\SteamApps\common\Redneck Rampage\Redneck\CUSSPACK

and copy and paste all the files in the cusspack folder 1 level up into the Redneck folder. Next.. under the dosbox settings/sound
goto 'sound/Select RTS file' and pick CUSSPACK.RTS. Thats it! Also if you want mouse aiming, once in a running game press
the U key. if you want WASD movement controls, like modern games, you will need to go back into the dosbox settings menu
and make W forward, S backward, Left Strafe A and Right Strafe D. Makes the game soooooo much more enjoyable. :)
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Screen flickering and poor graphics makes this game unplayable on an intel Core 2.5GHz Windows 10 laptop.. A nice add-on
for flavor.. PoE plus retro arcade shooter. For two bucks, it's a must-buy.. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: Integrity

Version: Initial Release

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ITA5NpJx1Dc

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I knew what I was jumping into the moment I saw the trailer, but I couldn\u2019t make a Curation for this in good faith without
playing it. As soon as I loaded up, I was greeted with a single player and multiplayer option along with a link to the
program\u2019s website. The lack of an options menu was the first warning sign. The second was the obvious Unreal Asset
usage. I can accept the second issue if any effort was put toward making a decent first impression, but all that I saw going into
the game was a sledge hammer that breaks after seven or so swings, a container with random items inside and a fire that serves
no purpose. The map is flat with trees, stumps and a few plants scattered about and has no borders to hold the player inside
should they venture to close to the edge. Should the player fall off, they are treated to a view of the asset diagrams and the
default sky as they either quit or wait for death. The biggest offense is with the lack of music and bare minimal sound made by
the weapons. It was at this point that I could write off Integrity as the barebones submission that it was.

Avoid this purchase like the plague, but any sane person has already looked at the video posted to the store page and done so.

This has been a EAW PSA.. You may dissapoint your parrents and bring shame to your faimily name by playing this, but still
it's worth it. 10/10

JD3 Wins Best Graphics at the 2017 Aggie Awards!:
Hey guys,

Chapter Three of The Journey Down won "Best Graphics" at the 2017 Aggie Awards! We're so proud we can barely keep it in!
Also the soundtrack won reader's choice for Best Music. :D

In other news, the German localization of JD3 is finally online, together with some long awaited bug fixes! So bitte get your
Deutsche groove on and give it a go. :)

This version has been in beta for quite a while, but should you run into any new nasty issues despite this, please let us know. Oh
and when doing so, please share your OS and general system specs.

Thanks!

t. SkyGoblin has a dev page!:
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Dear Pointers & Clickers!

We have finally put up a Steam dev page for our little studio. It's not much to look at, but we are very proud of it nonetheless.

What it's mainly good for is that you can click Follow so that you'll be notified when we release a new game or if we have some
fun/stupid news to share with you.

At the time of writing we have 1 Followers :)

Anyways, here it is in all its glory: Steam Developer: SkyGoblin

Happy gaming everyone and THANKS for all the support!

- The SkyGoblins
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